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Abstract
The distinction between wicked and tame problems has been a major influence on design and numerous other fields since it was developed in the late 1960s and early 1970s by design theorist Horst Rittel and urban designer Melvin Webber. The characteristics of wicked problems continue to resonate today, helping make sense of the complexities of contemporary challenges. Wicked and tame refer to types (rather than degrees) of difficulty, but what defines these types is not simply the domains in which problems occur, as in the dichotomy between scientific and social contexts originally put forward by Rittel and Webber. To clarify the distinction between wicked and tame, I ground it in the cybernetic concepts of variety and constraint, building on Rittel’s references to the cybernetician Ross Ashby. Understood in this way, wicked and tame do not refer to problems, or to the situations in which problems arise. Rather, wickedness and tameness are dynamics of possibilities (variety) in how multiple aspects of problems are perceived and responded to across the relationships in which designing (in its broadest senses) is embedded.
Introduction

The distinction between wicked and tame problems has significantly influenced numerous disciplines, including design. It was developed during the late 1960s and early 1970s by design theorist Horst Rittel and urban designer Melvin Webber, who both held positions at University California, Berkeley. Rittel and Webber use this distinction to characterize the limitations of various problem-solving methods when applied to social domains such as urban design and planning that are “at the juncture where goal-formulation, problem-definition and equity issues meet.”

What Rittel means by problem is “a recognized discrepancy between what is and what ought to be.” By tame problems, Rittel and Webber refer to well-defined and unambiguous problems that can be definitively answered. They give various examples, including solving a mathematical equation or a chess puzzle; processes of scientific research such as analyzing the chemical structure of an unknown compound; and the “classical systems-approach of the military and the space programs.” The term wicked refers to challenges that they argue are typical of planning and designing, characterized by incomplete, changing, and contradictory criteria. Rittel asserts that “all essential planning problems are wicked” and (with Webber) that “planning problems are inherently wicked.” Rittel uses the terms planning and designing interchangeably to refer to the activity of devising a plan. This conception of design reflects a division of labor between planning and implementation: “The outcome of designing is, not the accomplishment of the purpose, but a plan for its accomplishment. For instance, architects make plans for buildings but do not build buildings.”

While tame problems are amenable to professional expertise and technical procedure, Rittel and Webber argue that wicked problems require political judgment.

Rittel and Webber’s description of the characteristics of wicked problems remains relevant today, more than half a century after its introduction. The concept of wicked problems resonates with the complexities of contemporary systemic challenges and continues to be invoked and debated in many fields and contexts, including the discourses of planning, design, policy, and systems thinking. The enduring influence of the distinction between the tame and the wicked reflects its significance and the clarity of Rittel and Webber’s presentation. However, its widespread use has led to concerns that the concept of wicked problems has been over-extended, and to questions concerning its interpretation and premises.

In a sense, Rittel and Webber’s articulation of the characteristics of wicked problems is timeless, giving words to challenges that are immediately recognizable in the context of design. However, the distinction between wicked and tame is also a concept of its time. It is a response to the loss of faith in professional expertise during the 1960s and 1970s that was manifest in “the courts, the streets, and the political campaigns,” as well as from professionals themselves. The idea of wicked problems aligns closely with other concepts from the period, such as messes, ill-structured problems, continuous critical problems, and the distinction between first and second-order cybernetics.
Rittel first introduced the concept of wicked problems in a 1967 seminar, part of a series organized by UC Berkeley professor C. West Churchman, a foundational figure in operations research and systems thinking. Rittel presented an initial version of the differences between wicked and tame problems, and Churchman then published a summary. Two publications set out the characteristics of wicked problems and the distinction between the wicked and tame: Rittel’s 1972 article “On the Planning Crisis” and Rittel and Webber’s 1973 article “Dilemmas in a General Theory of Planning.”

The period between the 1967 seminar and Rittel and Webber’s 1973 publication included the scientific and technological triumph of the first human landings on the moon and widespread protests on streets and campuses. Both were part of the context in which the idea of wicked problems took shape. Churchman was working at the Berkeley Space Sciences Laboratory, exploring the possible transfer of insights from the NASA space program to social contexts. Rittel worked on a project with the Space Sciences Laboratory during the period 1965–1967 and mentioned the space program as an example of tame problems where methods such as systems analysis were successful. While Rittel and Webber allude to protest only somewhat distantly, it was not an abstract issue at UC Berkeley. The campus and its environs had been a center for different forms of activism and counterculture throughout the 1960s. In 1969, demonstrations in support of People’s Park, a community initiative for a vacant university-owned plot in Berkeley, were met with a violent response from the state.

People’s Park was at the intersection of three issues that Rittel and Webber highlight concerning wicked problems and the loss of faith in professional expertise: education, urban renewal, and law-enforcement. It exemplifies how seemingly straightforward questions in urban development and planning, even decisions over a single site, can be tangled within broader political contestations and conflicts between different interests and participants. The confrontation at People’s Park—with many people wounded and one death—vividly demonstrates what can be at stake in how a wicked problem is responded to.

The characteristics of wicked problems, and the challenges they present, have received much attention. What I focus on in this article is not the characteristics of wicked problems per se but the characteristics of the distinction between the wicked and the tame. Rittel and Webber’s articulation of wickedness resonates with the messy entanglements of contemporary challenges. However, the distinction that Rittel and Webber draw between wicked and tame problems presents a binary framework that is at odds with the complexity described in their account of wicked problems. What is it that the distinction between wicked and tame distinguishes? Is the underlying problem metaphor limiting? To what extent do the ways in which Rittel and Webber characterize the distinction still make sense today?

Rittel and Webber regarded wicked and tame problems as corresponding to social and scientific or technical contexts that they understood as “inherently different.” Below I develop an alternative interpretation, conceptualizing wickedness and tameness through Rittel’s references to the work of cybernetician Ross Ashby. Cybernetics, or at least versions of
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it, had been strongly associated with what Rittel referred to as the first-generation systems approach. It is only mentioned explicitly in the 1973 article in connection with the sorts of idealized approaches to planning of which the wicked problem characteristics describe the limitations. However, the cybernetic concepts of feedback, variety, and constraint are a significant part of Rittel’s discussions of the wicked problem characteristics. and there are a number of parallels between wicked problems and ideas from cybernetics more broadly. In this article, I build on these connections to develop an understanding of the distinction between wicked and tame problems that is grounded in the concept of variety, understood as a measure of the number of distinguishable possibilities within a set. While the distinction between wicked and tame has tended to focus on the characteristics of situations in which wicked problems are recognized, the interpretation I develop here leads to concerns with the dynamics underlying both wickedness and those routine difficulties that are encountered as tame. Rather than understanding wickedness and tameness as properties of problems, I locate the wicked and tame as dynamics of possibilities (variety) in how multiple aspects of problems are perceived, responded to, and reformulated.

The Distinction between the Wicked and the Tame

Rittel and Webber’s 1973 article set out the influential list of ten characteristics of wicked problems.

1. “There is no definitive formulation of a wicked problem.”
2. “Wicked problems have no stopping rule.”
3. “Solutions to wicked problems are not true-or-false, but good-or-bad.”
4. “There is no immediate and no ultimate test of a solution to a wicked problem.”
5. “Every solution to a wicked problem is a ‘one-shot operation’; because there is no opportunity to learn by trial-and-error, every attempt counts significantly.”
6. “Wicked problems do not have an enumerable (or an exhaustively describable) set of potential solutions, nor is there a well-described set of permissible operations that may be incorporated into the plan.”
7. “Every wicked problem is essentially unique.”
8. “Every wicked problem can be considered to be a symptom of another problem.”
9. “The existence of a discrepancy representing a wicked problem can be explained in numerous ways. The choice of explanation determines the nature of the problem’s resolution.”
10. “The planner has no right to be wrong.”

Rittel and Webber are not explicit about whether all the wicked problem characteristics are needed for a problem to be distinguished as wicked rather than tame. The list of characteristics has been invoked in different ways, with other authors putting forward clarifications and proposals to condense or expand the number of characteristics.
leave room for expansion. They refer to there being “at least ten” such properties. Rittel’s 1972 article “On the Planning Crisis” sets out eleven characteristics, with the 1973 publication with Webber condensing these to the now familiar ten listed above. Several contemporary authors regard the characteristics as fluidly applicable, with problems understood as wicked to different degrees or in different ways, or as entry points into deeper ways of understanding a problem.

The potential fluidity of the characteristics makes the distinction between wicked and tame problems ambiguous, meaning that it is unclear when and how the characteristics of wicked problems are applicable. This ambiguity matters because framing a problem as wicked or tame implies different types of design responses, different expectations for resolution, different judgments over what to include and exclude from consideration, different ways of placing value, and different attitudes to technical expertise and political debate. Rittel and Webber have distinguished something in the list of characteristics, but what exactly?

Describing a problem as wicked is often a claim that it is especially difficult, equating wickedness with more difficult problems and tameness with simpler ones. This usage aligns with Rittel and Webber’s narrative about planning where the “relatively easy problems have been dealt with,” but contemporary problems “are much more stubborn.” Using wicked in this sense can have various rhetorical effects. Referring to something as a wicked problem can be a way of managing expectations or drawing attention to a problem that requires additional attention and resources. Labelling problems as wicked can also be used as a form of advocacy for particular methods. In the context of design, the merits of specific methodologies, and sometimes the discipline of design in general, can be advanced through claims about their capacity to address the challenges of wicked problems.

However, while Rittel and Webber’s wicked problem characteristics concern difficulty, they describe types of difficulty, not degrees of it. Tame problems are well-defined, but this does not necessarily mean they are easy. Rittel and Webber describe tame problems as those where “the mission is clear,” and it is possible to be sure “whether or not the problems have been solved.” Consider, for instance, a mathematical problem such as proving Fermat’s last theorem. This problem was extraordinarily difficult to solve but tame nevertheless because it was well-defined and had a conclusive answer when it was solved. Another example of something both tame and challenging is the NASA space program. Rittel identifies this as an example of the tame problems that can be addressed through first-generation systems approaches: “the NASA missions would not have taken place had it not been for the systems approach.”

Landing on the moon is an extremely difficult challenge, but it has goals and boundaries that are stable and clearly defined: The “mission is clear” even if the challenge is immense.

As well as there being examples of challenging tame problems, the characteristics Rittel and Webber use to describe wicked problems can be applied to many relatively mundane problems and to situations that are not necessarily problems at all. For instance, many typical professional design
problems and everyday activities involve navigating conflicting goals, uncertain boundaries, and negotiations with others. If tameness and wickedness are understood as different degrees of difficulty, it can seem as if the concept of wicked problems is being overextended when it is associated with readily actionable problems. Yet, many regularly solved problems do fit with the characteristics that Rittel and Webber list. Understanding wicked and tame as different types (rather than degrees) of difficulty helps clarify this. Webber asked, “how is it we can get to the moon when we can’t get to the airport?” The point of this question is not that designing urban transportation systems is more difficult than the moon landings but that it is a different type of difficulty with different sorts of questions to be asked and answered.

The wicked problem characteristics specify limitations on various approaches to problem-solving. Techniques such as those of operations research or the form of systems analysis advocated by the RAND Corporation involve exhaustively analyzing and unambiguously defining a problem. They are, therefore, of limited use when there is uncertainty or conflict over the problem — when “there is no definitive formulation” of the problem, when “every wicked problem can be considered to be a symptom of another problem,” and when the problem “can be explained in numerous ways.” If there is not “an enumerable (or exhaustively describable) set of potential solutions,” it is not possible to analyze every possibility in full.

If methods such as operations research, which rely on exhaustive analysis and precise problem definition, are deemed inapplicable, one might turn to other approaches such as experimental trial and error, working from precedent, comparative evaluations of different possible options, or making incremental improvements. However, working through trial and error is limited if each attempt at implementation reformulates the problem (i.e., if it is a one-shot operation) and when there is no right to be wrong. Working from precedent is only partially helpful if problems are unique. Choosing the better of several possibilities has limitations if there is no immediate and no ultimate test, no stopping rule, no true-or-false solutions, and if judgments about what is better or worse are “likely to differ widely amongst those involved. Even incrementalism has limits if “every wicked problem can be considered to be a symptom of another problem” as it could lead to addressing symptoms rather than causes.

The point is not that these various methods are worthless. Analysis can be helpful even if it is not exhaustive, providing evidence to support arguments for and against different positions. Plenty can be learned from experimentation using “techniques which support vicarious perception,” even if “there is nothing like experimentation with real situations.” Precedents can be adapted and built on even if they are not directly repeatable. Incrementalism is valuable so long as it is treated critically and strategically. However, under the limitations of the wicked problem characteristics, none of these approaches complete the problem definitively and conclusively.

This is not to say that it is impossible to respond adequately to planning problems. When Rittel was asked what can be done if wicked problems are
“membership in the class of non-wicked problems is restricted to the arena of play: nursery school, academia and the like.”
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unsolvable, he replied, “Oh, we can solve ‘wicked problems’… I solve many every day!” It is not that wicked problems cannot be solved, but that they cannot be solved by the logic inherent in the problem. There are many possible answers but no decisive way to select between them. Responses to wicked problems are thus contestable and, unlike tame problems, are not solely matters of expertise but also judgment and political relationships.

If the distinction between wicked and tame differentiates types (rather than degrees) of difficulty, what distinguishes these types? For Rittel and Webber, wicked and tame correspond to distinctly different problem domains. They assert that wickedness is an inherent property of social problems, resulting from the contestations of goals, preferences, and criteria among all those affected and involved. Rittel and Webber associate tame problems with scientific and technical contexts, as well as with rule-governed games such as chess. They argue that “the classical paradigm of science and engineering — the paradigm that has underlain modern professionalism — is not applicable to the problems of open societal systems.”

Rittel and Webber’s distinction reflects and responds to concerns of its time, which was a period when the shortcomings of basing design on idealized forms of scientific rationality were becoming apparent. That there are limits to using scientific reasoning in social contexts remains relevant, and the characteristics of wicked problems continue to be asserted as a way to articulate this. However, in the manner that they differentiate the wicked from the tame, Rittel and Webber imply an unconvincing dichotomy between scientific and technical contexts on the one hand and society and design on the other: “The kinds of problems that planners deal with — societal problems — are inherently different from the problems that scientists and perhaps some classes of engineers deal with.”

While the contexts of science and society have important differences, the binary character of Rittel and Webber’s distinction is misleading. Science and its applications are entangled with bodies, politics, spaces, social and ecological relations, and issues of justice. Ecological systems and at least some physical and technological ones manifest the sort of complexities Rittel and Webber associate with social contexts. Scientific practices are themselves social. They include at least some activities that are wicked and that involve design activity. At least some problems in social contexts may be encountered as tame. Tame procedural problems within science or rule-governed games all occur within social contexts.

If the distinction between wicked and tame is not as simple as equating wickedness with social contexts and tameness with scientific and technical contexts, then what is the extent of the applicability of the wicked problem characteristics? Is it that wicked problems must be recognized and differentiated from tame problems on a case-by-case basis? Are some problems tame in their parts but wicked in terms of how these parts go together? Do what seem to be tame problems hide wickedness within? Consider how the NASA space program is tame from the perspective of systems analysis and engineering, while focusing on some of its specific challenges forefronts the roles of chance, error, accident, and tragedy in reformulating problems within what from the outside seems like a well-structured engineering
project. Could it be that all problems are wicked? If so, is tameness the result of simplifications in the way problems are framed? When would such simplifications be appropriate? Even rule-governed games rest on the social relationships, conventions, and contexts in which they are recognized and maintained as games. Do wicked and tame even describe aspects of problems, or is it better to regard them instead as framing choices over how a problem is recognized and engaged? Or is it that wickedness and design coincide? Is planning “inherently wicked,” not because of the complexity that designers attempt to address, but because of the character and structure of design activity itself?

To say that wickedness is characteristic of design does not mean that every task done by professional designers is wicked. Designers are not always designing in Rittel’s sense of devising plans. Rittel notes how design activity is interspersed within periods of routine (that is, tame) procedure. However, even to say that non-routine design problems are characteristically wicked underplays the extent to which the work of professional designers is often guided by (and reinforcing of) convention, regulation, precedent, tradition, and claims to unilateral expertise. While design activity is closely associated with generating new possibilities, it does not always achieve this in practice. The design of a house could be addressed through designing or by repeating the outcomes of previous design processes. There is not always time, resources, or desire to treat design problems as unique. Some of the ways that designers create newness can even reinforce the status quo. Consider, for instance, how design innovation in one context maintains economic patterns and privileges in others.

Treating wicked problems as if they are tame is ethically undesirable. Perhaps, then, it is best to approach every problem as if it is wicked. For instance, recognizing the political and ethical aspects of (the design of) science and technology is ever more important. However, treating all problems as wicked has costs. It risks diverting attention away from the most pressing matters, and it may introduce unnecessary complications and requirements. For instance, as responses to wicked problems are closely associated with participative approaches, over-extending the category of wicked problems could lead to the unnecessary expansion of “the labour of participation.” When is framing something (either implicitly or explicitly) as a tame problem reductive, and when is it a helpful simplification? What should such decisions be based on?

Designing as Generating and Reducing Variety

One way to help clarify the distinction between wicked and tame problems is to situate it within Rittel’s understanding of designing and planning. After all, it is within Rittel’s own conception of designing and planning processes that the distinction between wicked and tame problems was originally drawn. Like much of the discourse on design methods of the period, Rittel’s account of design is an abstract explanation from the outside and, as such, it misses much of the actual practice of design activity itself. While the abstraction in Rittel’s account of design is limiting for many purposes, it can be helpful
in the already abstract task of clarifying the distinction between wicked and tame problems.

In this and the following section, I draw primarily on Rittel’s article on the design of design education,\(^{91}\) published in the *Journal of Architectural Education* in 1971,\(^ {92}\) as well as the published text for the seminars on design that Rittel gave at UC Berkeley in 1964.\(^ {93}\) The 1971 article is of particular interest. While it does not use the terminology of wicked and tame, it introduces early formulations of the wicked problem characteristics in relation to design processes. It does so without asserting a binary distinction between wicked and tame problem domains.

Rittel’s account of design processes draws on ideas from cybernetics, especially Ashby’s concept of variety. Cybernetics is concerned with the forms and structures of feedback processes in ways that are applicable across multiple contexts and embodiments.\(^ {94}\) As such, it is helpful in challenging Rittel and Webber’s conception of the difference between wicked and tame problems as corresponding to a distinction between the social and scientific.

Ashby defines variety as a measure of the number of distinguishable elements in a set of possibilities,\(^ {95}\) using it to describe regulatory feedback processes. Ashby is explicit that variety is “not an intrinsic property of the set”\(^ {96}\) but depends on how it is observed. Different observers will experience different varieties,\(^ {97}\) which is particularly relevant in understanding the conflicting situations associated with wicked problems.

Rittel conceives designing as a process that alternates between the “generation of variety” and the “reduction of variety.”\(^ {98}\) Generating variety refers to creating sets of possible courses of action: “the search for a set of relevant possibilities which might solve the problem at hand.”\(^ {99}\) Reducing variety refers to making selections amongst these, evaluating and filtering which possibilities to take further:\(^ {100}\) “the alternatives are evaluated for their feasibility and desirability, and a decision is made in favor of the most desirable, feasible alternative, which is incorporated into the plan until another or the same difficulty arises, which gives rise to another cycle.”\(^ {101}\)

Note that the concept of variety can be applied to multiple aspects of design beyond the specific way Rittel uses it. For instance, as well as the variety of the set of different possible courses of action (Rittel’s usage), each member of that set (each possible course of action) can be understood and differentiated in terms of the variety that it would display in the situation if selected and enacted.

Rittel drew on Ashby’s understanding of cybernetic regulation processes to develop this description of design as generating and reducing variety.\(^ {102}\) Regulation in the cybernetic sense is the maintenance of some condition within desired limits in a changing environment. For example, when steering a ship, fluctuations in the direction and strength of the tide or wind are responded to by adjustments in steering that maintain and change the direction in which the ship is heading. For Ashby, “cybernetics envisages a set of possibilities much wider than the actual, and then asks why the particular case should conform to its usual particular restriction.”\(^ {103}\) Ashby uses the term constraint to describe a set that displays a
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variety that is less than the greatest possible variety it could display.\textsuperscript{104} Steering the ship constrains the direction in which the ship is headed, which is a selection among the many possible directions in which it could be steered or move if it is adrift. What Rittel articulates as the reduction of variety\textsuperscript{105} or constraint\textsuperscript{106} within design processes is the selection of courses of action among all possibilities.

Ashby uses the concept of variety to build a measure of the effectiveness of regulation. The variety of outcomes displayed follows from the relation between the variety of environmental disturbances and the variety of the possible responses that can be made to these disturbances. In the absence of responses that work for all or multiple disturbances, Ashby shows that to constrain the variety of outcomes further, it is necessary to increase the variety of the responses so that, at minimum, the variety of responses matches the variety of the disturbances—the “law of requisite variety.”\textsuperscript{107} Ashby gives an example of a fencer facing an opponent.\textsuperscript{108} To be able to parry every move of the opponent (to constrain the outcome variety to this desirable state, regardless of the opponent’s actions), the fencer must have enough variety of responses to meet the variety of challenges that the opponent presents.

Rittel adapts Ashby’s scheme to the context of design. Ashby refers to the variety of a pair of sets that interact to form the variety of a third set. Together, these three sets are (1) the set of disturbances presented to a system by its environment, (2) the set of responses through which these disturbances are regulated, and (3) the set of outcomes that follow from the interaction between the disturbances and responses. In Rittel’s account, there are three sets of variables:\textsuperscript{109} performance variables, design variables, and context variables.\textsuperscript{110} Reading Rittel in terms of Ashby, variety applies to each of these three variables. Rittel’s context variables and design variables replace Ashby’s disturbance and response.\textsuperscript{111} The design variables are the possibilities that the designer has at least some control over. The context variables are “those factors affecting the object to be designed but not controlled by the designer.”\textsuperscript{112} Performance variables express the desired characteristics of what is being designed, such as the specifications given in a design brief or criteria for evaluation. In the 1971 paper, Rittel’s use of performance aligns with the set of outcomes: the performance is a function of the interaction of design variables and context variables. However, the results of judgments about performance rely not only on the combination of design and context, but also on the evaluation processes and criteria that are employed. Rittel acknowledges the difficulties in evaluating overall performance where there are plural criteria, and frames this as a separate aspect of the design process.\textsuperscript{113} In the context of wicked problems, it is, I suggest, helpful to understand evaluation criteria and processes as an additional set of variables with its own variety, alongside the varieties of design variables and context variables. The performance of an outcome relies not just on design and context but also on the variety of ways in which it is (and is not) evaluated.\textsuperscript{114}

Rittel uses the notion of constraint in a similar way to Ashby when it comes to reducing variety.\textsuperscript{115} Constraints are employed to exclude those
possibilities that are not viable, meaningful, or desirable. It is best, I suggest, to understand constraint in terms of the possible combinations of variables. In designing a building, foundations (design variables) that would not be stable (performance variables) under the required loading and the ground conditions of the site (context variables) need to be constrained, that is, removed from consideration. However, what is excluded is not the structural design itself, but the specific relationship between this design, the required performance, and the context. The same foundations (design variables) may be stable (performance variables) under different loads or on sites with different ground conditions (context variables). Adding, removing, or changing evaluation criteria (e.g., cost, embodied carbon, buildability) leads to changes in judgments about performance, and, thus, changes in constraints.

Rittel argues that many constraints that seem as if they are given and unchangeable do not necessarily have to be accepted:

“Whether something is under a constraint or not depends largely on the decision maker. The building code can be accepted as given and thus becomes a source of constraints, or one can decide to do something against some of its paragraphs. In this case ‘changing the building code’ has become a part of the design project.”

If no possibilities meet all constraints for some problem, then reconsidering the constraints can be a way “to open up a field of possible solutions,” re-framing the problem. If there are many possibilities within the constraints, then a further selection (constraint) must be made. Rittel notes the difficulties of definitively judging between solutions when many are possible and suggests selecting using criteria such as being “good enough.”

From Wicked Problems to Wicked Possibilities

In the 1971 article, Rittel lists several wicked problem properties as “characteristics of design” that follow from conceiving design as “thinking before acting.” The designer “tries to behave responsibly … and not capriciously” and “worries about the potential effects” of proposed actions (i.e., there is no right to be wrong). “Design projects tend to be one-shot operations,” and “how good a plan was will be found out later, during a future of indefinite length, reaching as far as causal chains can be and are constructed” (i.e., there is no immediate and no ultimate test). Rittel’s understanding of design problems as involving a “unique and specific constellation of values” (i.e., essentially unique) is mentioned separately in the article but is closely related to this group.

These four characteristics (numbers 4, 5, 7, and 10 from the 1973 list) relate to the difference between design problems and those routine difficulties where design is not required (although it may still be desirable). Because these characteristics describe challenges that mean design is needed, it is not surprising that the limitations that follow from them accompany design activity. It is when designing is needed that these limitations on design arise. There is no need to create a new plan and try to predict its
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outcomes in advance if a suitable plan already exists, such as where a problem situation is sufficiently similar to another that has been addressed. If the way a problem is solved will have no significant consequences one way or another, there is no need for design— one could act spontaneously or intuitively. If it is possible for attempts to be made, improved on, and unmade without causing unintended consequences, then there is no need to divide planning from action.

In cybernetic terms, the differences between problems that require design and those that do not can be understood through the variety of the situation in which the problem is recognized. A plan becomes necessary if differences between the variety displayed by the problem situation and possible precedents make the precedents inapplicable, if the variety of what is possible in the situation has the potential to be undesirable, or if changes in the variety of the situation could have unpredictable consequences for the future variety of this and other situations. These wicked problem characteristics are not properties of problems per se (recognized discrepancies between what is and what ought to be) or of the situations in which problems arise, but of relations among possibilities in how these situations are perceived and responded to in the making of plans.

What Rittel and Webber call tame problems include routine difficulties where design is not required, but also those design problems that are so tightly constrained that they have one clear solution— where there is only one possibility generated that is within the constraints; where there are many possibilities, and there is one that is preferable to all others; or where there are many possibilities, and all create equivalent outcomes (such as a fencer having multiple ways to parry the same move). In these cases, the problem is experienced as tame because of how it has been formulated.  

A chess problem for achieving checkmate in a set number of moves has (or does not have) a definitive solution because the problem framing invokes established conventions of the rules of chess and the information required to solve the problem (such as the positions of the pieces and whose move it is next). A scientific procedure follows a methodological process established by convention as required in that discipline.  The “strong autocratic decision structure” of the military and space programs establishes a highly constrained context for everyone involved. A design brief that fully specifies the features of what is to be designed is the result of a design process that has already happened. In describing operations research, Rittel and Webber note that its methods are employed “only after the most important decisions have already been made.”

It might seem that those problems with only one solution are definitively solved, and those where no possibilities meet the constraints are definitively unsolvable. However, the status of these conclusions depends on whether it is possible to change constraints or to generate further variety. If it is possible to keep generating variety in design variables, new and better possibilities could become available. If the problem can be reformulated or if evaluation criteria can be changed, performance and context variables can be constrained in different ways. With less restrictive constraints, it can be easier to generate variety, leading to broader and more diverse possibilities from

---

127 C.f. discussions of undecidable and decidable decisions in second-order cybernetics. Forrester asserts that it is “only those questions that are in principle undecidable, we can decide... because the decidable questions are already decided by the choice of the framework in which they are asked, and by the choice of the rules used to connect what we label ‘the question’ with what we take for an ‘answer’.” Heinz von Foerster, Understanding Understanding: Essays on Cybernetics and Cognition (New York: Springer-Verlag, 2003), 293, see also: Glanville, “(Cybernetic) Musings”; Ben Sweeting, “Undeciding the Decidable,” Proceedings of the International Society for the Systems Sciences 65, no. 1 (2022): 1-15, https://journals.issss.org/index.php/jisss/article/view/3888.
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which to select. Where there is no clear ranking between multiple possibilities that meet the constraints (under-constraint), selecting between different possibilities is a matter of judgment. Depending on the circumstances, under-constraint could be welcomed as providing possibilities for conversation and choice or worried about as a lack of precision. In a situation with few constraints, the variety of possibilities that could be explored may be overwhelming. For this reason, designers may assert additional constraints as well as making changes to existing ones. Whether and how to add, remove, or change constraints is another matter of judgment. Judgment is therefore involved in two interrelated senses—between under-constrained possibilities and regarding the constraints themselves. It is a matter of judgment (regarding constraints) whether and in what ways judgment (between under-constrained possibilities) is required. In a sense wickedness and tameness follow from judgments about how problems are framed. However, the relationship between wickedness and framing is not simply a matter of alternative framing choices. How design is approached, including how framing choices are made, is part of the broader dynamics of the situations in which designers try to enact change. Framing a problem as wicked or tame (either explicitly or implicitly) may be a cause of conflict within the situation.

In tightly constrained situations there are limits on the amount of variety that can be generated: “Chess has a finite set of rules, accounting for all situations that can occur. In mathematics, the tool chest of operations is also explicit; so, too, although less rigorously, in chemistry.” However, even in these cases, constraints can be challenged if the context is disputed. The rules of a game are contingent on the decision to play the game, and to abide by a particular version of the rules. Disciplinary norms apply within the contexts in which that discipline is invoked and shared. Those routine difficulties where design is not required can be thought about similarly. Just because design is unnecessary does not mean that it is undesirable. Reframing a routine problem as if it is unique could help create something distinctively different from the norm. Continuing with routine actions can reinforce the status of the contexts and assumptions under which they are accepted as routine. As Rittel notes: “every accepted constraint is an indicator of resignation: the decision maker has given in.” Challenging and redesigning routine practices can prompt changes in the contexts of these practices. In this sense, Ashby’s description of cybernetics as envisaging a “set of possibilities much wider than the actual” may be interpreted in critical as well as explanatory terms—as asking of tame problems and routine difficulties “why the particular case should conform to its usual particular restriction” and whether, perhaps, it should not.

The remaining six wicked problem characteristics (numbers 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, and 9 from the 1973 list) appear in two places in the 1971 article. Rittel introduces several in arguing that “design problems are ill-behaved.” Design problems are not well-defined as “every formulation of the problem is already made in view of some particular solution principle” (i.e., “no definitive formulation”). It is not possible to “anticipate all conceivable...
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design possibilities before design starts” (i.e., “wicked problems do not have an enumerable … set of potential solutions”). There is “no criterion which would determine whether a solution is correct or false” and “no rule which would tell the designer when to stop.” The remaining two wicked problem characteristics appear among a number of other “recurring difficulties in design,” and are similarly concerned with problem formulation. “Every discrepancy [problem] can be considered a symptom of a higher order discrepancy,” and there are “many ways of explaining one and the same discrepancy.”

What Rittel describes as the ill-behaved character of design is the tendency for problems to become reformulated as they are worked on. This reformulation frustrates attempts to work on them linearly, with distinct analysis and synthesis phases. Instead, Rittel characterizes design as a process where “better formulations of the problem are being developed simultaneously with a clearer and clearer image of the solution” by cycling between the generation and reduction of variety. This process of reformulation has the potential to lead to further reformulation. Meeting the requirements of constraints requires generating variety. In generating variety, there is the potential to generate changes in requirements or desires: “new aspects become relevant and new kinds of information will lead to different questions about what is the case in the particular situation and about what is desired or acceptable.” New requirements may require more variety generation, leading in turn to further requirements in a back-and-forth cycle. As Rittel emphasizes, this continual reformulation presents significant obstacles to addressing problems. However, it is through the same processes of reformulation (generating variety and making changes to constraints) that design works through this challenge. These wicked problem characteristics, similarly to the first grouping, are not properties of problems (discrepancies between what is and what ought to be) but part of the conversational and sometimes playful processes of designing. The tendency of design activity to reformulate problems is both a challenge that designers attempt to overcome and their method of overcoming this and other challenges.

The reformulation of problems through design is not confined to designers’ processes. It can also extend into the contexts of these processes, reformulating the substance of perceived problems and how they are understood. Designing creates and changes relationships in multiple ways, most explicitly through various forms of participation but, more generally, in how designers’ activity is embedded in the contexts in which they and others design and act. Consider a task such as the re-organization of a university. As per Rittel and Webber’s discussion, enacting any plan is a one-shot operation, leaving traces that cannot be undone. However, it is not just the enaction of the plan that leaves such traces. Even if no plan is carried out, researching, consulting on, and formulating proposals can lead to significant changes in how the university is organized, such as the formulation of new concerns, insights, alliances, and disputes. Understanding wickedness in terms of the relations in which designers are embedded means even the processes of designing are potentially one-shot
operations, having consequences in and of themselves.\textsuperscript{148} Who and what is included and excluded in designing, and how, may have significant consequences beyond the enacting of any plan produced. In the same way that reformulating problems presents opportunities as well as limitations, this wickedness is not necessarily problematic. Design processes may themselves be designed to reverberate through a context in ways that enact change and create new possibilities.

When wickedness is understood in terms of the relationships between design processes and the contexts in which they are embedded, the notion that designing is not limited to professional designers takes on an expanded significance. Rittel’s sense of designing as the creation of plans for action is a “ubiquitous human activity.”\textsuperscript{149} Many people may be simultaneously attempting to create plans for a situation according to different values and agendas. Rittel and Webber were writing in response to such a context—the contestations and conflicts of the 1960s and 1970s. The variety generated and constrained by multiple parallel attempts to create change can have broader consequences, forming parts of what others perceive as problems and possibilities. The variables of design, context, and performance have different varieties for different people, depending on how they are positioned in the situation.\textsuperscript{150} Evaluation criteria and processes can be defined in multiple ways. It is in this sense that wicked problems do not have “true-or-false” solutions.\textsuperscript{151} It is not that resolutions to wicked problems are arbitrary. Recalling Ashby, variety is “not an intrinsic property of the set”\textsuperscript{152} but is dependent on how it is observed and, so, on how different people are situated. Different varieties are experienced in parallel. These different varieties result in different constraints being desirable: “that what satisfies one may be abhorrent to another, that what comprises problem-solution for one is problem-generation for another.”\textsuperscript{153} What matters to someone in a context depends on their relationships and purposes in that context. Moreover, how different people are situated leads to asymmetries and inequities in the resources, networks, and opportunities that are needed to design and enact change. A situation may be wicked or tame for different people depending on how they are situated and the variety they experience.

The interrelationships among all involved contribute to multiple feedback loops through which problems become reformulated, leading to new possibilities and discrepancies, changing constraints and variables, and generating variety. Multiple designers (in the broadest senses of design) responding to each other could lead to a proliferating variety of differences in constraints and problem formulations, as each designer generates variety in response to the variety generated by others. When would such a process converge? When would it diverge? And when would convergence or divergence be desirable? Some situations are more sensitive to these dynamics than others. In cybernetic terms, this sensitivity relates to the variety of the situation—the number of different people involved, the variety each perceives depending on how they are situated, and the variety amongst different desires and constraints. While the social situations Rittel and Webber focus on are the most obvious examples, ecological and
some technological contexts may also be sensitive to reformulation through changes in the interactions of variety resulting from designing. When the reformulation of variety through design is minor, slow, predictable, or moderate in its consequences, it is possible for designers to catch up—to generate and constrain variety more quickly than the substance of the problem becomes reformulated through their doing so. Those problem-solving situations regarded as tame are typically like this. Attempts to solve a chess puzzle do not change the rules of chess. Each attempt can, therefore, be built on by the next. When the reformulation of variety through design is substantial, fast, unpredictable, and consequential, designers may fall further and further behind, as their attempts to plan lead to changes within the contexts for which they are planning. These dynamics may be experienced differently by different people, depending on how they are situated. Things may be proceeding according to plan from one perspective while spiraling out of control from another. This dynamic is a way to make sense of some of the most intractable challenges, where attempts to address one aspect create unpredictable consequences elsewhere—those crises where, as Churchman put it, “proposed ‘solutions’ often turn out to be worse than the symptoms.”

**Conclusion**

Building on Rittel’s references to the cybernetic concepts of variety and constraint, I have highlighted aspects of design processes where the different types of difficulty presented by wicked and tame problems become evident. These have included the difference between routine difficulties and those where design is required; the different ways in which design problems are constrained; differences between the challenge of meeting constraints compared to making judgments about how to employ and change constraints; the feedback relations between the generation of variety in design and the reformulation of problems; and the potential for interaction between design processes and the contexts in which these processes are embedded. Rittel and Webber’s 1973 article describes the characteristics of wicked problems as “properties of social systems.” Many subsequent invocations of the distinction between wicked and tame have interpreted it in this way, as describing properties of problems or the situations in which problems arise. While remaining rooted in Rittel’s understanding of design processes, the interpretation of the distinction between wickedness and tameness I have developed here differs from Rittel and Webber’s characterization. Understanding wickedness in terms of variety and constraint means that it is not problems that are wicked or tame. Instead, wickedness and tameness are dynamics of possibilities in how multiple aspects of problems are perceived and responded to across the relationships in which designing, in its broadest senses, is embedded. Assertions that design disciplines are well suited to addressing wicked problems or that all or most design problems are wicked tell of only part of the tangled relationship between design and wickedness. It is when designing is needed that design is subject to the limitations described by the wicked problem characteristics. The tendency for design
problems to become reformulated as they are worked on is both a challenge that designers attempt to overcome and their way of overcoming this and other challenges. The wicked problem characteristics describe both possibilities and challenges in how variety is generated and constrained, how constraints are employed and changed, and how the actions of designers in all senses contribute to reformulating the contexts in which they work.
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